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A STRONG CONTRACTIVITY PROPERTY FOR SEMIGROUPS
GENERATED BY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

ROBERT M. KAUFFMAN

ABSTRACT. Frequently, nonconservative semigroups generated by partial dif-

ferential operators in L2,p(Rk) have the property that initial conditions which

are large at \x\ = oo become immediately small at infinity for all t > 0. This

property is related to the rate of decay of eigenfunctions of the differential

operator. In this paper this phenomenon is investigated for a large class of

differential operators of second and higher order. New estimates on the rate

of decay of the eigenfunctions are included, which are related in special cases

to those of Agmon.

0. Introduction. Frequently, in nonconservative abstract Cauchy problems,

singular behavior is suppressed. We deal with a phenomenon in this paper which

is best described as the suppression of singularities at infinity.

Suppose that the abstract Cauchy problem is formulated in L2tP(Rk), where p

is a bounded positive measurable function such that p(x) approaches zero as |x|

approaches infinity. The phenomenon we study here is that when u(0) E L2<p(Rk),

with norm ||/|| = (JRk \f(x)\2p(x)dx)1'2, u(t) E L2A/p(Rk) for all Z > 0. Hence,

while u(0) may be allowed to grow rapidly at infinity (depending on p), u(t) must

decay rapidly at infinity for all Z > 0.

That this behavior occurs at all is rather surprising. In this paper, it will be

shown to occur frequently when the infinitesimal generator is an ordinary or partial

differential operator with positive coefficients, in the discrete spectrum case.

Although we study this phenomenon as a mathematical one, it is also related to

such areas as heat conduction and nonconservative quantum mechanics. For exam-

ple, in heat conduction it deals with the case where an initial temperature which

is initially large at infinity becomes immediately small at infinity. The physical

interpretation for this is that the equation represents the temperature of a two-

dimensional thin slab with variable thermal conductivity, surrounded by a medium

at constant temperature with variable rates of conduction via Newton's law of cool-

ing to the surrounding medium. Under hypotheses of the theorems, this conduc-

tion approaches perfect conduction at |x| = oo; hence this instantaneous decrease

in temperature might be expected. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable that there

is an initial growth rate at infinity, determined by p, beyond which we would not

expect the phenomenon to occur. A good deal of the paper is involved with the

computation of p from the coefficients of the infinitesimal generator, p turns out

to decay very rapidly at infinity.
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We wish to show that this phenomenon occurs not just in heat conduction prob-

lems, but is a mathematical phenomenon which occurs quite widely. In fact, we

shall show that it occurs in abstract Cauchy problems u'(t) = —XLu(t), u(0) — f,

in L2tP(Rk), where X has positive real part and L is an arbitrary order, positive

coefficient differential operator where the potential or Oth order term is larger in

a certain sense than the higher order terms, and where p is computed fairly easily

from the coefficients of L.

The mathematical cause of this phenomenon is the extremely rapid decay at in-

finity of the eigenfunctions of L. This decay, which is new even in the second-order

case, is established in §5 of this paper, in a relatively self-contained manner. The

method of proof is new and functional-analytic; it depends strongly upon the essen-

tial selfadjointness in L2(Rk) of the restriction of L to C0x>(Rk), a fact which is also

established here. While the paper is relatively self-contained from the standpoint of

differential equations, basic material from semigroup theory concerning m-sectorial

operators and the abstract Cauchy problem will be used freely. Goldstein [5] and

Kato [7] are good references for this material.

In attempting to study the nature of the phenomenon, it is perhaps instructive

to consider one more elementary application, this time loosely related to quantum

mechanics. It is possible to interpret the equation u' = —XLu, u(0) = /, with

Re(A) = £ > 0, as a slightly nonconservative Schroedinger equation, where the

rate of loss of probability in a pure state xpn is proportional to the product of the

eigenvalue Xn associated with xpn and total probability ||VVt||2 of xpn. The physical

interpretation here is that even a badly nonnormalizable initial state / immedi-

ately becomes highly localized, because the high-energy states tend to disappear

and the low-energy states are trapped in a potential well. The nonnormalizability

disappears because it is associated with the high-energy states. These states are

themselves in L21/p(Rk), but may have a large norm in this space.

Although the specific phenomenon of this paper may not have been studied

before, at least in any generality, it is somewhat related to the general study of

various types of contractivity which was initiated by E. Nelson (see [9]), and which

has been studied by a number of authors, most recently Davies and Simon [3].

The estimates on the rate of decay (and growth) of the eigenfunctions, which form

the mathematical heart of the paper, are due to S. Agmon (see [1 and 2]) in the

uniformly elliptic second order PDE case. They seem new in the higher order ODE

and PDE cases, and in the second order nonuniformly elliptic case.

The method of proof of the decay of the eigenfunctions rests upon the fact

that the restriction of L to Co°(Rk) is essentially selfadjoint. Later, to gain some

estimates on the spectrum of L, we shall need this assertion for all powers of L. The

assertion for L is new in the higher order ODE and PDE cases, though it is very

similar to a special case of a general higher order result of the author in [8]; in this

general result the potential term need not be dominant. Evans [4], Kato [6] and

Read [10] have all proved second-order results of the same general type as the one

of this paper, which seem to apply to somewhat different classes of expressions. The

methods of proof of essential selfadjointness used here are those of the author in [8].

The author wishes to thank W. D. Evans for several interesting discussions about

this paper, and Mark Kon for pointing out the work of Davies and Simon mentioned

above.
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1. A theorem about semigroups. In this section we state and prove a the-

orem about semigroups generated by differential operators, which gives the "sup-

pression of singularities at infinity" discussed in the introduction. The remainder

of the paper will be devoted to showing that a large class of differential expressions

L satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem, and to showing how to calculate p from

the coefficients of L.

NOTATION 1.1. Throughout the paper, let u be a positive C°° function with

domain Rk, such that co(x) approaches infinity as |x| approaches infinity. Let

p = u>~2. Throughout §1, let L denote a differential expression L = J2\a\<N aaDa,

where aa E C°°(Rk) for any a = (a(l),..., a(k)), where each a(i) is a nonnegative

integer, and Da — D^ ■ ■ ■ D% , with Di = d/dxi. In §1, we suppose that the

restriction of L to CQx(Rk) is essentially selfadjoint and bounded below in L2(Rk);

let H denote the closure of this restriction.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let A be a complex number with Re A > 0, and use the

notation of Notation 1.1. The du(t)/dt = —XLu(t), u(0) = /, in L2tP(Rk), is said

to be well posed if

(i) for every / in L2tP(Rk) there exists a unique function u with domain [0, oo)

and range contained in L2tP(Rk) such that

(ia) u(0) = /;

(ib) u is continuous;

(ic) u is differentiable at all t > 0;

(id) Lu(t) E L2,p(Rk) for all t > 0;

(ie) u'(t) = -XLu(t) at all Z > 0;

(ii) if v(t)f is defined to be that u(t) such that u(0) = f, for Z > 0, then for

any Z > 0 v(t) is a bounded linear transformation with domain L2,p(Rk) and range

contained in L2,p(Rk).

DEFINITION 1.3. Let A be a complex number with positive real part, and

suppose that the abstract Cauchy problem du(t)/dt = —XLu(t), u(0) = /, in

L2tP(Rk) is well posed. The problem will be said to be p-contractive if u(t) E

L2,y/p(Rk) for all / E L2iP(Rk) and all Z > 0.

THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that L, H, uj and p are as in Notation 1.1. Suppose

in addition that (i)-(iv) hold:

(i) the closure A of the restriction ofuiLui~l to C0x>(Rk) is an m-sectorial oper-

ator in L2,p(Rk);

(ii) (H + rl)~l is compact in L2(Rk) for some r > 0 (hence in particular H has

an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors);

(iii) every eigenfunction of H is in L2ty/p(Rk);

(iv) j/H/lli/p refers to the norm of f in L2ty/p(Rk), and «/{An}i° is the spectrum

of H, listed according to multiplicity in nondecreasing order (so that if X has multi-

plicity s, X is listed s times), and {/„} is an orthonormal basis for L2(Rk) such that

fn is an eigenvector of H with eigenvalue Xn, then _2^°_i exp(—£An)||/n||i/p < oo

for all £ > 0.

Then, for any X such that Re A > 0, the abstract Cauchy problem du(t)/dt =

— XLu(t), u(0) = f, is well posed and p-contractive in L2tP(Rk).
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PROOF. Let To(cj_,cj_1) denote the closure of the restriction of cjLcj_1 to

C?(Rk).

We define Ty(u 1Loj) to be the restriction of w 1Lw to {/ E L2(Rk)\ui~1Lu>f E

L2(Rk)}, where the derivatives are taken in the distribution sense. Define TyiP(L)

to be the restriction of L to {/ E L2tP(Rk)\Lf E L2:P(Rk)}, where the derivatives

are again taken in the distribution sense.

We show that TytP(L) is m-sectorial. If / is in the domain of Ty<p(L), then

cj-1/ E L2 and Lf = Lcj(cj_1 f) E L2^p. Hence u)~1Luj(ui~1f) E L2. Thus

Ty,p(L) C cj(Ti(cj_1_/Cj))cj_1. The opposite inclusion is obvious; hence Ty^p(L) is

unitarily equivalent to Ti(w_1_,„i). But Ty(u>~lLu>) is To(w_/CJ-1)*. In fact, it is

clear that Ty(u~1Lu>) C To(cjLcj-1)*. But by the definition of the distributional

derivative, since the coefficients of cjLcj-1 and cj_1.Lcj are in C°°, it follows that

To^Lu-1)* C Ty(w~lLw). By Theorem 2.5, p. 323, Kato [7], the adjoint of an

m-sectorial operator is also m-sectorial. Hence Ty(w~lLu) and T1<P(L) are m-

sectorial.

But any m-sectorial operator in a Hilbert space is the infinitesimal generator of

a holomorphic semigroup. Also, the abstract Cauchy problem stated in Definition

1.2 is well posed if Ty<p(L) is the generator of a holomorphic semigroup. We need

only show that v(t)f E L21/p(Rk) for all t > 0, where v(t) is defined in Definition

1.2.

If / E L2(Rk), v(t)f = X_^=icnexp(-AA„Z)/n, where c„ = (/,/„). But if

/ € L2,p(Rk), ffn E Ly(Rk) and \fffn\ < \\fn[\i/P\\f\[P. Hence, for any t > 0 and
fEL2,p(Rk),

oo        . oo

£   ///„   [exp(-XXnt)\\\f\\y/p<\\f\\pJ2\\fn\\l/pexp(-£Xnt)<K[\f\\p,
1    J 1

where £ = Re A. Hence the mapping T taking / to X.i°(///n) exP( — XXnt)fn is a

bounded linear transformation taking L2p(Rk) into L2yip(Rk). But, since v(t) is

bounded, and L2(Rk) is dense in L2tP(Rk), we see that v(t)f = T(f) for all / in

L2tP(Rk). Thus v(t)f E L2ty/p(Rk) for all Z > 0. The theorem is proved.

2. Statement of main theorems. In this section we give a large class of

differential expressions L which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4, and show

how to calculate cj from the coefficients of L. In this section we state the main

theorems about L, including those concerning p-contractivity and growth and decay

of the eigenfunctions, numbering the theorems according to the later section where

they are proved.

DEFINITION 2.1. Throughout the rest of the paper, L will denote an ordinary

or partial differential expression of the form

k    N(i)

i=i j=i

where £), = d/dx, and pi3 and po are functions in C°°(Rk), which are either positive

or identically zero, with PiN{i) positive and N(i) > 1 for each i. We assume the

following:

(i) po(x) approaches infinity as |x| approaches infinity;
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(ii) N(i) > 1 for all i E l,...,k;

(iii) for each i E 1,..., k, there exists a function tp* in C°°(R1) such that

(iiia) <p*(x) > 0 for all x;

(iiib) (<p*)^ = 0((<p*)3+1) for all j > 1, where p^' denotes the jth derivative

of <p* and (ip*)3 + 1 denotes the (j + l)st power;

(iiic) for any multi-index f, D^pij = 0(tp^Pij) for all i E l,...,k and j E

1,... ,N(i); also D^p0 — O(ip^po), where <p^ is defined by p^ = _I»=i ̂  i and

<Pi E C°°(Rk) is defined by px(x) = <p*(xi);

(iv) pij<p\ = o(p0) for all j > 1.

DEFINITION 2.2. Define a*(x) E C°°(R1) by the following:

(i) a*(x) = So <P*(s)ds for x > 1;

(ii) a*(x) = /° <p*(s)ds for x < -1;

(iii) a*(x)eC^(R1);

(iv) a*(x) > 0 for all x.

Define at(x) E C°°(Rk) by q2(x) = a*(xt).

THEOREM 6.4. For any positive integer n, the restriction of Ln to C0Xl(Rk) is

essentially selfadjoint.

THEOREM 5.1. Let cj = exp(£_i=1ai). Then for all solutions to Lf = A/

such that f E L2(Rk), where X is a real number, it follows that uif E L2(Rk).

Furthermore, if Lf = A/ for some complex number X, and f ^ L2(Rk), then

w-lf£L2(Rk).

THEOREM 6.6.   Let L be as in Definition 2.1, and assume in addition that

(i) ax = o(pq) for all i;

(ii) for each i E 1,..., k there exists a j(i) > 0 and a positive integer n such that

PoPij(i) is bounded away from zero;

(iii) Ixl* = O(po) for some 6 > 0.
Then, for any X with positive real part, the abstract Cauchy problem du(t)/dt —

—XLu(t), u(0) = f is well posed and p-contractive in L2,p(Rk), where p — cj-2,

and cj is as in the preceding theorem.

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let L = -D(x2 + l)aD + (x2 + l)0, where D = d/dx. Suppose

that a < /? + 1, and that 0 > 0. Then

(i) L satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.6 with cj = exp(x2 + _)-s+(0-<H-i)/2

for any positive 6 such that 6 < (/? - a + l)/2 if a > 1 — /?;

(ii) L satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.6 with cj = exp(x2 + 1)"_* for all

positive 6 < fi ii 1 — 0 > a.

3. Essential selfadjointness for L. In this section we show that the restric-

tion of L to Co°(Rk) is essentially selfadjoint, where L is as in Definition 2.1. The

method of proof is that used by the author in [8], although that situation is more

difficult because the higher order terms may be dominant. Although the situation

of this paper is essentially much simpler, it is still necessary to give a new proof

because the coefficients of this paper have a somewhat more general form. Where

it does not seem to cause undue difficulty, we shall outline the argument here,

referring the reader to the appropriate place in [8] for the details.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let H be the Friedrichs extension in L2(Rk) of Tq(L), where

To(L) denotes the closure of the restriction of L to Co°(Rk).  Then H~x is compact.

PROOF. Note that since To(L) is positive definite and bounded away from zero,

(H + A/)-1 exists for all A > 0. The assertion follows immediately from the fact

that the embedding of H1(fl) into L2(Q) is compact, where fl is a ball of radius n,

by a well-known argument due to Rellich. The essence of the argument is that H"1

is the limit in operator norm of operators 9nH~1, where 0n E Co°(/ffc), |#„(x)| < 1,

0n(x) = 1 when |x| < n and 0n(x) — 0 when |x| > n+ 1. The operators 0nH~l are

compact by the first assertion of the proof.

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose p E C°c(Rk), with p(x) > 0 for all x. Suppose that

<p* E C™(Rl), with <p*W = 0((<p*)l+1) for alii > 1, and with <p* > 0. Let <p(x) be

the element ofC°°(R1) defined by <p(x) = <p*(xi), and suppose that D\(p) = 0(ptpr)

for all r > 1. Then there exists a K > 0 such that for every £ with 1 > £ > 0 and

positive integers r and j such that j > 2 and 1 < r < j - 1, and for all f in

C0x(Rk), then

K(£r\\pDif\\+£r-m^pf\\) > \\p<prDj-rf\\.

PROOF. It follows from integration by parts, as in the proof of [8, Lemma 1.10],

that the above is true when j = 2 and r = 1. We complete the proof by induction.

Suppose there exists a K such that for every 6 with 0 < 6 < 1 and all / in

K(Sr\\pDnf\\ +a'-B||pnP/ll) > ||pv/£>r"7ll

for all n < N and r with 1 < r < n — 1. Then

(3.1) K(6r\\pD?+1f\\+6r-N\\<pNpDif\\) > \WD^T+lf\[

for all r with 1 < r < N - 1.  But, if j > 1, since Dri(<pj-1p) = 0(<p3'-1+rp), it

follows from the induction hypothesis that

(3.2) W^pDJW < Ky([\6y<pN-lD2f[\ + (l/6y)\\p<pN+1f\\).

Setting r — N — 1 in inequality (3.1), we see that

(3.3) K(6N-1\\pD^+1f\\ +6-1\\<pNpDif\\) > [\ppN-lD2f\[.

Selecting 8y = 6/2KyK, and substituting (3.3) into (3.2) we see that

K36N\\pD»+1f\\ + \[\pNpDtf\[ + (2K2K/8)\\ppN+1f\[ > ||p^A/||.

The required inequality is proved for j — N + 1 and r = N:

(3.4) K(6N\\pD?+1f\\ +<r1||pcpw+1/||) > ||p^A/||.

Substituting (3.4) into (3.1), we easily complete the proof.

THEOREM 3.3. Let L be as in Definition 1.1. Then the restriction of L to

CQx>(Rk) is essentially selfadjoint.

PROOF. The proof follows a line of argument introduced by the author in [8],

except that in that paper the argument is considerably more difficult because p2, is

not necessarily the largest term of L.
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Define a quadratic form F on C0x'(Rk) by F(f,g) — (plLf,g). We study F in

detail; some of the inequalities used in this proof will also be needed later on in

the paper. Note that (p^pf^/,/) = \\pijPoDJJ\\2 + E(f, /), where £(/,/) is

a sum of multiples of terms of type (aD3~rf, bD\~sf), where a = O(p%jpo<pri) and

b = O(pl]popsl). By Lemma 3.2, we see that for every £ > 0 there exists a __ > 0

such that

\E(f,f)\ < ̂ poDlfW' + KWp^potffW2.
But

||^Po^/l|2<£|^/l|2+^ll/l|2-

Hence

(3.5) \E(f,f)\ < £(\\pi]PoDlf\\2 + \\p2f\\2) + K\\f\\2.

From inequality (3.5) together with inequality (3.3), we see that, if K is large

enough,

(3-6) ReF(f,f) + K(f,f)>(l-£)\\f\\2G,

where ||/||q is defined by

(3-7) WfWh = E E E \\Pi3PodDVln2 + \\plff-
i=l j=l 1=0

It follows that F + K is a sectorial form. Let G denote the m-sectorial operator

associated with the form F + K. It follows as in the proof of Lemma 1.27 of [8]

that for / E domain G, with Gf E CQx,(Rk), then for any 9 in Cg°(Rk) and any

multi-index a, 9Daf E ho, where ho denotes the closure in the norm || ||g of

C0x'(Rk). We outline the argument here, referring the reader to [8] for the details

of the argument.

The key idea of the proof is to note that if Gf E C0x(Rk), and g E C0x'(Rk),

then

\F(96U,g) + F(f,06lhg)\ < K\\f\\G\\g\\G,

where

Sif(x) = (f(x + he(i))-f(x))/h,

where e(i) is the vector in Rk given by e(i)(j) = b\. One then notes that, because of

the above inequality, \F(96lhf,g)\ < Ky\\g\\G- But it is easy to see that 06'hf E hG.

Hence, selecting a sequence gn which converges to 98lhf in ho, we see that ||0<5£/||g is

bounded uniformly, independent of h. Letting h(n) = 1/n, we see that there exists

a subsequence h(n(j)) converging to zero such that 0^Ln(]))f converges weakly to

an element 7 of the Hilbert space ho- By weak continuity of the injection from hG

into L2, we see that this sequence also converges weakly in L2. But it is evident that

for any g in C0x>(Rk), (9Slh{n{j))f,g) converges to (-f,Dz(0g)). Hence 0D{f = 7,

where the derivative is taken in the sense of distribution theory. It follows that

9Dif E he- The argument proceeds by induction, following the proofs of Lemmas

1.26 and 1.27 of [8]. In this fashion, we see that 0Daf E hG for all a.

We now show that if a is any multi-index, and <p~a denotes <Py~a ••• <Pk ,

then ip-aDaf E hG for all / in the domain of G such that Gf E C0x(Rk).
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Let 0 E C§°(R1), with 0(x) = 1 for |x| = 1 and 9(x) = 0 for |x| > 2. Let

9n,i(x) = 9(xl/n), and let £„(x) = n*=i KAX)- Note that (x2 + l)'1'2 = 0(<Pi),

as is easily seen from differentiating <p~l. Thus, for any a, Da£_n < Kpa, where

K is independent of n. We prove an assertion we call Assertion A.

ASSERTION A. Suppose / Edomain G, and Gf E C0X3(Rk). Suppose that for all

fi with \fi\ < N - 1, ip~0D0f E hG. Suppose g E CQx(Rk), and \a\ = N > 1. Then

(3.8) \F(fnp~aDaf, g) - (-l)^F(f, ^np~aDag)[

<K    E    \\<P~0D0f\\G H.Hg.
\0\<N-1

PROOF OF ASSERTION A. Note that, for h E hG and g E C0x(Rk), F(h,g)

is a sum of terms of type (lf,6g), where 7 and 6 are of the form ponp\pijD\~ ,

for some Z with 0 < I < j, where n is bounded and D^n = Ofa1) for all 7. It is

clear that the expression i£n<P~aDa - £ntp~aDa"i is a sum of terms of the form

Po'>li<P~a+TPij<PiDc'~7D\~l, where ny is bounded and D0ny = O(<p0) for all fi. But

\a — r\ < N — 1. It follows from inequality (3.7) that, for / as above,

\\(1^n<p-aDa-^<p-aDa1)f\\<K    E     \\<p-0D0f\\G\[g[[G.
\0\<N-1

Similarly, integration by parts shows that

|(7/,(/)0^_aS-<5£>a£n^-a)<7)|<tf     E     \W~0D0f[[G[\g[\G.

\0\<N-1

Assertion A is proved.

But \F(f,fn<p-aDag)\ = [(Gf,WP'aDag)\ < K[[g[[2. Letting g, converge in

hG to £n<p~aDaf, which was shown to be in hG by the first part of the proof, we

see that ||c;nlP_a/^Q/||G < K where K is independent of n. Hence, once again,

a subsequence of f.n(p~aDaf converges weakly to an element h of hG; hence this

convergence also occurs weakly in L2(Rk). It is evident that for any g in CQx>(Rk),

i€n<P~aDaf,g) converges to (<p~aDaf,g); hence <p~aDaf E hG, as we desired to

show.

From the fact that <p~aDaf E hG for all a, it follows that poplJcp^DiJ_r/ E

L2(Rk) for all r < 2j. It is then clear that L(^nf) converges in L2(Rk) to Lf as n

approaches infinity; hence / is in the domain of the closure Tq(L) of the restriction

oiLtoC0x(Rk).

Now we are able to complete the proof of the theorem. Suppose that Tq(L)

is not selfadjoint. Then, since the range of To(L) is closed, it follows that the

range of T0(L) is not dense in L2(Rk). In particular, there exists an / in C0x(Rk)

such that / is not in the range of T0(L). Let (p2, + K)h = g. By the definition

of G, G is surjective, so that there exists an element / of domain G such that

(G + K)f — g. By the previous part of the proof, / is in the domain oiTo(L). Since

F(f, a) = (plLf, a) for all a E C0x(Rk), it follows that (p2Q+K)Lf = g = (p2Q+K)h.
Hence Lf = h, a contradiction. The theorem is proved.

4. Properties of cjLcj-1. In this section we develop the properties of uiLu;-1

which we need for two purposes. We must show that the closure To(cjLcj_1) of

the restriction of cjLcj-1 to Co°(Rk) is m-sectorial, in order to be able to apply
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Theorem 1.4. We also show that T0(cjLcj-1) is a relatively bounded perturbation

oiTo(L), where the difference has relative bound zero. We need this fact to analyze

the growth and decay of eigenfunctions of L. Both these facts depend upon the

calculation of the domain of Tq(L); the second fact will be used to prove the first

fact. For the function cj which we shall use for L, cjLcj-1 will be of the form of

Theorem 4.2.

LEMMA 4.1.   There exists an e > 0 and a K > 0 such that for all f in Cq0'(Rk),

(NU) N(r)

E  E E WPijPrsDiDtfw
i,r=l,...,k j = l   s=l

k    N(i) \

+ J2Eiiw^/ii + iipS/ii •
i=l 3 = 1 J

PROOF. (Lf, Lf) = (L2f, /). (L2f, f) is a sum of terms of type

((-iy+°Dlp23DlDsrp2rsD}f,f),

together with terms of type (-1)3(PoDjpjjDjf, f) and (pof, /)• But, by inequality

(3.5), for every 8 > 0 there exists a K > 0 such that

(-lYRe(p2Dlp23Dlf, f) + (p0f, f) + K(f, f)

>(l-*)(l|Po-Po^'/ll2 + IIP./ll2)

(    } / ' A
> (1-26) (EllPO-PO^-7l|2 + ||Po/ll2j -Ky\\f\\2,

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.2.

If i = r, Lemma 3.2 guarantees that

(-iy+s(Dlpl^Dsrp2rsDUJ) = [[Pi]PlsDl+sf\\2 + E(f,f),

where for every 8 > 0 there exists a /_ > 0 such that

\E(f, f)\ < 8\[Pl3plsDl+sff + K[[pljPlstf+sf[\2

<8(\\Pi]PlsDl+sf\\2 + \\p2f\\2)+K2\\f\\2.

If i ^ r, Lemma 3.2 shows that

(-iy+s(DJplDlDsrP2TSDsrf,f) = \\pl3prsDjDsrf\\2 + E(f,f),

where £(/,/) is a sum of terms of type (aDj~lD^~mf', bD{~nDar~vf), with a =

0(pijPrs<£>ll<Prn) and b = 0(pijprs'Pi,ipf), and where l,m,n and p are not all zero.

By Lemma 3.2, if Z ̂  0, then for every £ > 0 there exists a K > 0 such that

\\aD{-lDrmf\\ < HPi3PrsPTD3iDrmf\\+K3[\PlJ^prs^Dsr-mf\[.

If TO ̂  0,

\\pl]Prs^D\Dsr-mf\\ < ̂ llPiiPr.^^/ll+^IIPOPr^^/H,

and

K3[\pt]p\prs^Dsr-mf\\ < 8\\Pl3ip)prsDsrf\\ + K5\[PtJprsV>lpsrf\l
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But

K*\\PijPrMtff\\<6\\df\\+Ke\\fl
We have thus seen that, if i' ^ r,

(-iy+s(Dlp2]D\Dlp2rsDsrfJ) = \\PrsPi]DsrDlf[[2 + E(f,f)

where for every 8 > 0 there exists a K > 0 and Ky > 0 such that

3 \E(f,f)\ < 8([\pl}PrsD°rD{f\[2 + ||p2/||2)

+ K(\\pijPra<parDif\\* + ||pyprs^l?r7||2) + Ky\[f[[2.

However,

WPHPrrt&ift < (S/2K)\\poPlJDif\[2 + K2[[PlJDif[\2,

and

[\pl]Prs<p\DU\\2 < (8/2K)\\poPrSDsrf\\2 + K3\\PrsD°rf\\2.

The conclusion follows from inequalities (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3).

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that M = L + Yh=i Hi<j<2N{%) a*3Di + ao, where

ay E C°°(Rk), a0 E C°°(Rk), and

(a) for all integers t such that 0 < t < j, D\(al3) = 0(^r>Ji2p2ripir~3+t);

(b) a0 = o(pl).
Then

(i) the restriction R of M to the domain ofTo(L) is m-sectorial;

(ii) R — To(M), where Tq(M) denotes the closure of the restriction of M to
C0°°(/?fc);

(iii) T0(M) is the restriction of M to {/ € L2(Rk) \ Mf E L2(Rk)}, where the

derivatives are taken in the distribution sense;

(iv) for all complex X, R — X is a Fredholm operator;

(v) the Fredholm index of R — X is zero for all X.

PROOF. Select K as in Lemma 4.1. Note that

||(M + X)/||2 = ||(L + X)/||2 + ^(/,/)

for all / in C0x(Rk), where E(f, f) is a sum of terms of the form (al}D3f, (L + K)f)

and terms of the form (aijDjf, aTSD*f).

Clearly, for some positive constant K0, \E(f,f)\ < K0\\(L + K)f\\ \\ai}D{f\\. By
hypothesis, and Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1, for every e > 0 there exists a Ky > 0 such

that |K/^/|| < £||(L + K)f\\ + Ky £S>J llp^VII. Clearly,

Ki E IIP^VII < ellpg/ll + K2H/ll < £\\(L + K)f\\ + Ky[\f\\.
s>j

Hence, we see that

\E(f, f)\ < 2e\\(L + K)f\\2 + Ky\\f\\ \\(L + K)f\\ < 3e\\(L + K)f\\2 + K2[\f\\2.

Hence the restriction of M - L to the domain of T0 (L + K) is relatively bounded,

with relative bound zero. It follows that the restriction of M to the domain of T0(L)

is a closed operator. Hence, if T0(M) is defined to be the closure of the restriction
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of M to Co°(Rk), it is clear that the restriction of M to the domain of Tq(L)

contains T0(M). However, it is evident from Lemmas 4.1 and 3.3 that for any / in

the domain of T0(L), L(£,nf) converges in L2(Rk) to Lf, where £„, as in the proof

of Theorem 3.3, denotes []*_, 9(xi/n), with 0 E C0X(R1) such that 0(x) = 0 for

|x| > 2 and 0(x) = 1 for |x| < 1. It is also clear from regularization that £nf is

in the domain of T0(M). Hence, Tq(M) is the restriction of M to the domain of

T0(L).

It is evident from integration by parts together with Lemma 3.2 that for every

£ > 0 there exists a K > 0 such that

Re((M - L)f, f) < e(Lf, /) + *( E E \Vii<f\ft + l
\i=lj>0 J

<£((Lf,f) + \\PQf\[2) + Ky\\f[[2.

It follows that T0(M) is bounded below.

Let L£ = L+e(M — L). From the above, together with inequality 4.1, we see that

To(Le) is bounded below, and that To(LE) is the restriction of Le to the domain

of To(L). From inequality (4.1) we see that for K large, depending (perhaps) on

£, Re((M + /_)/,/) > £(///,/). Hence, just as was the case for the Friedrichs

extension of Tq(L), approximation by compact operators shows that the Friedrichs

extension Hm of To(M) is a discrete operator, in the sense that (Hm + K)~x is

compact for some constant K.

We now show that T0(L£) is m-sectorial. Note that since HM+K has a compact

resolvent for some K, it follows that HM is a Fredholm operator. Also, by Theorem

2.5, p. 323, Kato [7], (HM + K)* is the Friedrichs extension of T0(M+), where M+

is the adjoint expression for M. But M+ is of the same form as M. Since, for K

large enough, Re((M + K)fJ) > (/,/) for all / in C0x>(Rk), it follows from the

definition of Hm that Hm + K is 1-1. Similarly, (Hm + K)* is 1-1. Thus the index

of Hm + K is zero. Since K is relatively compact with respect to Hm, it follows

that the index of Hm is zero. If we can show that the index of Tq(M) is zero, it

will follow that T0(M) = HM-

Let S = {£ | index To(L£) = 0}. We show that S is relatively open, closed and

nonempty, and hence that S = [0,1]. We do this by showing that for any a E [0,1],

there exists a relatively open neighborhood 0a of a in [0,1] such that index To(L£) =

index T0(La) for all £ in 0a. Select K large enough that Re((L£ + K)f, f) > (/, /)

for all £ in some neighborhood of a. Then To(La + K) is a semi-Fredholm operator,

since it is 1-1. Furthermore, for all e, the domain of T0(LE) is the same as the

domain of T0(L). Clearly, for example by Theorem 5.22, p. 236, Kato [7], for all

£ in a neighborhood of a, the index of T0(L£ + K) is the same as the index of

To(La + K). But by the relative compactness of the operator of multiplication

by K, the index of To(L£) + K is the same as the index of Tq(L£). Furthermore,

To(L£) + K = To(L£ + K). Hence S is both relatively open and closed. S is

nonempty since index To(Lq) =0.

Finally, to see that the domain of T0(M) is {/ E L2(Rk) | Mf E L2(Rk)}, we

note that M+ has the same form as M. Also, note that TQ(M+)* is clearly the

restriction Ty(M) of M to the above domain. However, since Tq(M+) is its own

Friedrichs extension, and since, as we saw earlier in the proof, HM is the Friedrichs
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extension of T0(M+), it follows that T0(M) = HM = T0(M+)* = Ty(M).  The
theorem is proved.

5. Growth and decay of the eigenfunctions. In this section we compute

the rate of growth and decay of the eigenfunctions of L. An example is instructive

here. If L = —D2 + x2, the L2 eigenfunctions may be computed directly, and

are known to be Hermite polynomials multiplied by exp(-x2/2). If we use the

methods of this section on this example, we find that cj/„ E L2(R) for any such

eigenfunction, where cj is a positive C°° function which agrees with exp(|x|2_£) for

large |x|. We also see that if Lf = A/, and / £ L2(R), where L = —D2 + x2, then

cj-1/ ^ L2(R). The above example gives some idea of the extremely rapid decay

of the eigenfunctions of L, and also shows that our methods compute this decay

rate fairly accurately.

THEOREM 5.1.   Let ai and oj be as in §2.  Then

(a) for all f in L2(Rk) such that Lf = Xf for some real A, it follows that
ojfEL2(Rk);

(b) if Lf = Xf for some complex number X, and f ^ L2(Rk), then cj-1/ ^
L2(Rk).

PROOF. Let M — cjLcj-1. Note that M has the form of Theorem 4.2. Suppose

that, for some real A, Mf = Xf, and / e L2(Rk). Then cj-1/ E L2(Rk), and

Lu~1f — Xto~1f. Hence, the nullity of Ti(L — A) is greater than or equal to the

nullity of Ti(M - A), where Ti(M - A) denotes the restriction of M — X to {/ E

L2(Rk) | (M - A)/ E L2(Rk)}, where the derivatives are taken in the distribution

sense. Similarly, we see that, if Q = uj~1Lu>, the nullity of Ty(Q — X) is less than or

equal to the nullity of Ti (L — X). But Q and M are of the form of Theorem 4.2; hence

Ti (Q - X) and Ti (M — X) are Fredholm operators of index zero. However, if T)(M)

denotes the closure of the restriction of M to C0x(Rk), T0(M - X)* =Ty(Q- A).

But by Theorem 4.2, T0(M - X) = Ty(M - A), so Ty(M - X)* = Ty(Q - A). The
index of Ty(M - X) is the nullity of Ty(M - X) minus the nullity of Ty(Q - A);

Theorem 4.2 shows that this index is zero. Hence

nullity Ty(M - X) = nullity Ty(L - X) = nullity T,(Q - A).

Furthermore, since Ty(L) is a Fredholm operator, all of these nullities are finite.

Note that {w~lg | g E null space Ty(M-L)} C null space Ty(L-X). Since these

two spaces have the same finite dimension, they are equal. Hence, if Lf = Xf, with

/ E L2(Rk), then / = cj-1<? for some g E L2(Rk). (a) is proved.

Furthermore, the same argument shows that

{cj-1/ I / e  null space Ty(L - A)} = null space Ti(Q - A).

However, if Lh — Xh, with h £ L2(Rk) but with uj~1h E L2(Rk), then w~1h would

be in the null space of Ty(Q - A). This is a contradiction, (b) is proved.

LEMMA 5.2. For every £ > 0, there exists a K > 0 such that for all X in the

spectrum ofTo(L), and all solutions f in L2<1/p(Rk) to the equation Lf = Xf, then

||/||i/p < ^-R(^)ll/ll> where \\ \\y/p is the norm of L2>1/p(Rk) and R(X) is the

largest value of cj on {x \ (1 — £)Pq < K + X + 1}.

PROOF. Let M = cjLcj-1. Then M(cj/) = Aw/, and by the preceding theorem

cj/ E L2(Rk). For any M of the form of Theorem 4.2, then for all / in C0x>(Rk),
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(aijDjf, f) is a sum of terms of type (aD\f, bDff), where a = 0(J2r>j/2 Pirvr~l),

b = 0(^2r>j/2Pir(pTl~s), I < j/2, and s < j/2. Hence, by inequality (3.1), we see

that, for all / in C^(Rk), \(Mf,f) - (Lf,f)\ < e(Lf,f) + K[[f\\2. Since Ty(M)
and Ti(L) are the closure of their restrictions to Cg°(Rk), we see that for every

£ > 0 there exists a K such that

(M(_>/),<_/) > (1 - e)(L(uf),uf) - K\\ujf\\2 > (1 - £)||p0cj/||2 - K ||cj/||2.

Hence if f E L2(Rk) and Lf = Xf, (X + K)[[uf[[2 > (1 - £)||p0cj/||2. But if
{x | (1 - £)Pl < K + 1 + A} is denoted by 11(A), and T(A) denotes Rk - fi(A),

f      ((X + K)-(l-£)p2)\u3f\2>  f      |CJ/|2.

Hence

Ik/112 <(X + K + 1) f      |<j/|2 <(X + K + l)(R(X))2\\f\\2.
Jn{\)

The lemma is proved.

THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that, for every i, ai = o(pq), and that, if {Xn} is the

spectrum ofTo(L), listed in nondecreasing order according to multiplicity,

oo

Y^exp(-£A„) < oo    for every £ > 0.

i

Then, for any X such that Re(A) > 0, the abstract Cauchy problem du(t)/dt =

—XLu(t), u(0) = f, is well posed and p-contractive in L2tP(Rk), where w-2 = p,

with cj as in §2.

PROOF. All of the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4 have been verified in previous

results, except (iv). But ||/n||i/p = ||cj/||- By the previous lemma, ||cj/n|| <

(An+/s:-r-l)1/2/?(An). But

lnR(Xn) <maxl'f^al(x)[(l-£)pl(x) < Xn + K + 1 \ .

By hypothesis, Yli-yaiix) = o(p2). Hence lnR(Xn) = o(Xn). But therefore

ln(XnR(Xn)) = o(Xn). Hence XnR(Xn) = o(exp(£A„)) for all positive e. Hence,

for any positive 6, exp(—<5An)||cj/n|| = o(exp(—8Xn/2)). Thus hypothesis (iv) of

Theorem 1.4 holds; the theorem is proved.

6. Asymptotics of the spectrum. In this section, we show that, if An is as

in Theorem 1.4, YLr*i=i exp(—£A„) < oo for every £ > 0. This fact, together with

Theorem 5.3, will suffice to prove Theorem 6.6, which was the goal of the paper.

However, in order to prove the above spectral estimate, we shall need to know

not only that the restriction of L of C0x(Rk) is essentially selfadjoint, but that

the same conclusion is true for all powers of L. This fact is interesting in its own

right. It is established without any additional hypotheses on L. However, to get

the desired asymptotic behavior for An, we shall need one additional hypothesis,

which we set out below. Basically, this hypothesis states that not all of the higher

order coefficients are excessively small relative to po.
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LEMMA 6.1. Let R = p09Ln, where q is a nonnegative integer and n is a posi-

tive integer. Define a term of type I ofp0qLn to be a term of type (—l)lQl/?aa2/?Q,

where aa is a product of the form p0q ("_r' YYi-y £i> £i 2S °f the form p2m,m,

where the £; need not be distinct, and a = __![=1 j(l)e(i(l)), where e(i(l)) is the

k-tuple such that e(i(l))m = 8^,, and 8 is the Kronecker 8. Define a term of type

II of p0qLn to be a term of type D^b]IgD0', where 7 and fi are k-tuples of inte-

gers and b2p = 0(a2a<p2a~~l~l}), where (-l)'Q'DQo2DQ, is a term of type I, and

<p2a->-0 = Y[k=1v2a(l)-l(l)-m, where 7(1) < a(i) for all i, fi(i) < a(i) for all

i, and 7 + fi ^ 2a.  Then R is a sum of terms of type I and terms of type II.

PROOF. The proof is obvious.

LEMMA 6.2. Let R be as in the preceding lemma. Then for every £ > 0 there

exists a K > 0 such that, if Dab1gD0 is a term of type II of R,

[(D~lb20D0fJ)\<£Sn + KSn-y,

where Sn = J_ ||aa.DQ/||2, where the sum is taken over all terms of type I of R,

and Sn-y = 5_ ||c_/}Q/||2, where the second sum is taken over all terms of type I

o/p2,9/,"-1, where Ln~l = 1 if n - 1 = 0.

PROOF. We use the notation of Lemma 6.1. D1b20D0 has associated with it,

in the sense of Lemma 6.1, a term (-l)^Daa2aDa which is of type I in p2,9//1. Let

{i I fi(i) ^ a(i)} be denoted by T. Let Q = {I | i(l) E T}, and T(Q) = cardinality
(Q). Lemma 3.2 shows that for every £ > 0 there exists a K > 0 such that

\\b10D0f[\ < £ Po+(n-r)Y[Pi(i)mDaI
1=1

+*e t[^mi)vo+n-r n 4'J n °iSf
SCT    1=1 i{l)eS i{l)^S

for all / in C0x(Rk), where the above sum is taken over all nonempty subsets S of

T. Note that if Z £ T, n,-(|)=* %$ = D«(t).

However, for any i(l) E T, Pi(i)j(^flm — o(Po)- Hence, for every £ > 0,

f[pm3i,pqo+n-rlKU^f
1=1 l€Q 1<£Q

<e Pr-'+riQ)n^3ii)iiDi$f
l£Q 1<£Q

+ Ky Pl+n-rUp>«w)UDmf ■
1<£Q l£Q

However
nn](l)    2(q + T(Q)-l+n-r) TT     2 TJ pJW

l$Q H£Q l$Q
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is a term of type I of p2,9//™-1 and T(Q) — 1 > 0 and po is bounded away from zero.

The lemma is proved.

LEMMA 6.3. There exists an N > 0 such that, if Ki+y/Ki > N, where {/f,}"

is a set of positive real numbers, then there exists an £ > 0 such that for every f in

C0x>(Rk), Re(Po9 n?=i(L + Kif> /)) ^ eSn> where Sn is defined in Lemma 4.2.

PROOF. This follows from the preceding two lemmas.

THEOREM 6.4. The restriction of Ln to C0x(Rk) is essentially selfadjoint, for

alln> 1.

PROOF. We have already seen that the assertion is true for n = 1. We follow

the line of argument of Theorem 3.3, using Lemma 6.3. Let G be the Friedrichs

extension of the restriction of R = p2," \~{™-,(£ + Ki) to C0x(Rk), which exists by

Lemma 6.3.

Just as in Theorem 3.3, it may be seen that for any / in the domain of G such

that Gf E C0x>(Rk), then <p~0D0f E hG, where hG is the completion of C0x(Rk)

in the norm \\f\\G = £_ ||aaDa/||2, where the sum is taken over all terms of type

I in R, where fi is any multi-index, and <p~0 = <p~y~ V_ • • • <pk ■ However,

this implies in particular that p2)n'p~0D0f E L2(Rk) for any such fi.

Any term of Ln is of the form baDa, where

, n|n    2 2j'(()-a(0  1     2(n-r)
i« = ollJ4;(0^)      jPo    ;;

but JXi P?(i),xi)*??i)')_Q(/) = °iPor<P~a)- Hence> from the above> baDaf E L2(Rk)

for any such a.

Let 0*(x) E C0X>(R1), with 0*(x) = 1 for |x| < 1, and 0*(x) = 0 for |x| > 2.

Let 0j(x) E CQx'(Rk) denote _Ii=i Q*(xilJ)- ^ 1S clear, from the above, that as

j approaches infinity Lr(0jf) converges to Lf in L2(Rk) for all r < n.   Hence

fE domain T0(nr=i(i + ^))-
We now complete the proof as in Theorem 3.3. Let n denote _l"=i(-^ + Ki)-

Suppose that the restriction of n to C0xiRk) is not essentially selfadjoint. Then

there exists a g E C0X)(/?A:) such that g £ range T0(n). Let pf^g = h, and find an

/ in the domain of G such that Gf — h. Then Pon(g — Uf) = 0; however, / E

domainTo(n), a contradiction. Hence the restriction of n to Co°(Rk) is essentially

selfadjoint. But for every £ > 0, there exists a K such that £An + K > Xn~r for all

A > 1 and r < n. Hence, by the spectral theorem, the restriction of Ln — U to the

domain of To(n) is relatively bounded with respect to To(n), with relative bound

zero. But therefore the restriction of Ln to the domain of T_(n) is closed. Hence

this restriction contains To(Ln). But similarly the restriction of n to the domain

of To(Ln) is a closed operator, which therefore contains To(n). Since the domain

of To(Ln) is contained in the domain of To(n), it follows that the two domains

are equal. Hence To(Ln) is selfadjoint, because it is a symmetric perturbation of a

selfadjoint operator with relative bound zero. The theorem is proved.

THEOREM 6.5. Suppose that, for some n, the following property holds: for

every i E 1,..., k there exists a j(i) > 1 such that PoPij(i) is bounded away from

zero. Suppose in addition that, for some £ > 0, (|x|2 + 1)£ = 0(Pq).  Then, if Xj is
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the spectrum ofTo(L), listed in nondecreasing order according to multiplicity, there

exists an £ > 0 and __ > 0 such that K + Xj > je.

PROOF. By Lemma 6.3, with q = 0, we may select _C. such that

lfl{L + Ki)f,f\   >£ySn

(6-1) > £2 (HTD?® + (|x|2 + 1)A f,f\

> e3 ((£(-l)<Z>? + K2 + l)n£ - KJ f,f\ ,

for some £3 and K > 0 and all fEC0x(Rk).

Since the restriction of _l"=i(-k + Ki) to Co°(Rk) is essentially selfadjoint, this

holds also for all / in the domain of To(Y[i=l(L + ^i)). But, by separation of

variables and Formula 7.17, p. 144, Titchmarsh [11], if fin is in the spectrum of

__f=i i-i)lD2 + (x2 + 1)"£, listed in increasing order, then fi, > j6 for some 8 > 0.

Note that T0iLn) = To*iLn) = Ty(Ln), since the restriction of Ln to C0x'(Rk)

is essentially selfadjoint. But T0(Ln) C (T0(L))n C Ti(Ln); hence T0(L") =

(To(L))". Thus the spectrum of T0(Ln), listed in nondecreasing order accord-

ing to multiplicity, is A", where X3 is as above. Let {7^} be the spectrum of

To(Y["=1(L + Ki)), listed in nondecreasing order according to multiplicity. Note

that since 7^ and A" are polynomials in A^ of the same degree, there exists a pos-

itive K such that Xj + K > ij. But, by inequality 6.1, 7, > e^fij — K, for some

positive K. Hence A!? > /* when j is large. The theorem is proved.

THEOREM 6.6. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 6.5 hold, and that in

addition ai = o(pq) for all i E l,...,k. Then for any X such that Re A > 0,

the abstract Cauchy problem du(t)/dt = — XLu, u(0) = f, is well posed and p-

contractive in L2tP(Rk), where uj~2 = p, and where we use the notation o/§2.

PROOF. This follows from Theorems 5.3 and 6.5.
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